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is key
to decoration

Idea

Every social occasion consists of many details which 
define unique atmosphere. Decoration plays the main 
character in this adventurous show. 

Come and create your own story for your festive 
occasion with us.



ow
it works?

We meet up. Your visions and our ideas will 
specify our path.

We prepare graphic designs. We choose 
suitable materials and technologies. We pro-
duce the designed decorations. We install all 
of it at your premises.



From design to realization 

Surface treatment of  
polystyrene Paint surface Final product

2D/3D visualisation Division of work to different  
departments

CNC cutting of objects

PROJECT
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DESIGN AND GRAPHIC
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Design studio 
design, 3D modeling of decorations for 

CNC, printing data for production

Hand drawing
creativity, personal approach

Virtual sculpting
3D modeling

Development Studio 
movement and sound programming

3D scanner
Scanning via mobile scanner

3D print
printing according to a 3D model



HANDCRAFT
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Sculpture studio
creation of sculptures from polystyrene 

& clay,models for forming at serial  
production

Smithery 
welding of steel & aluminum, production 

of 2D & 3D motifs and constructions

Painting atelier
painting & making patina of sculpture
surfaces & 3D models from 3D printers

Carpentry workshop 
production of wooden constructions, 

furniture& decoration of solid &  
agglomerated material

Surface treatment workshop 
production of forms & laminate,

polyurethane products

Tailoring 
sewing costumes, decorative curtains,

upholstery of statues & furniturec



TECHNOLOGIES
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Polyurethane elastic 
applying elastic pur to 3D models

 Paintshop 
surface treatment of decorations using 
synthetic, polyurethane or water-based 

paints

Automatic machining 
CNC milling machine with 7 axis machining 

of polystyrene, plastic, wood and  
polyurethane

Manual machining
polystyrene sculpting, preparation  

for final patina

Mechanical machining 
use of lathe for processing

polystyrene and wood

Lighting 
various decorative lighting for indoor and 

outdoor areas
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hematic
events

Event tells a story. Each story should have a special 
environment which creates the desirable atmosphere. 
We put a huge emphasis on the project preparation 
and also on our mutual coordination regarding your 
visions and our ideas.



Shell Event 11



Monster stage London, England

We have produced decorations for a magnificent dance show 
in London. They were inspired by adventurous film genre such 
as Tomb Rider or Indiana Jones. The stone monster has enabled 
artists effective entry at the stage. The statue was 9 metres high 
and was made of polystyrene with very authentic patina.
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Buddha stage Las Vegas show 13



3D face České Budějovice, Czech Republic

We have produced 7m face made from polystyrene for audio visual festival 
“Vltava alive”.  The bigger parts of the head have been carved by lathe. The details 
of the head were made by hand. 
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Chinese New Year celebration Municipal house

In 2018 we proudly decorated the Prague´s Municipal House for the 
celebrations of Chinese new year – the “Year of a dog”.  The whole concept 
was made of huge golden dog, plenty of decorative cloths, flowers and 
small decorative objects mainly in red-golden colouring.
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Tree of life Regiontour

We have produced a tree inspired by a film “Avatar” for a themed exhibition called 
„Regiontour“. We have used thousands of backlit silicon fibres for the installation. The 
whole decoration was accompanied by visual and coloured show.
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Markets Hotel Hilton 17



Photo booth Ball at Žofín 18



hristmas 
events

The most expected and traditional event of 
the year. It is worth paying more attention to it, 
so it become successful and would not fit into 
the category of forced social entertainment. It 
should be original and unforgettable - people 
talk about things they haven’t experienced yet 
and spread the good name of the company.



Christmas event Vanguard 20



Christmas event on a beautiful premises at Saint 
Anna´s church decorated by us.  

Christmas event Taiko 21



Christmas event Taiko 22



Sazka revolution Sazka event

Very original Christmas party of Sazka company. The event was in the spirit of punk 
rock. In addition to decorations and lighting, we also provided the overall visual 
style of the event, including the Sazka revolution logo, posters, billboards, tickets 
and small promotional items.
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Christmas event Volkswagen 24



eddings
Every dreamy wedding is specified with wonderful 
wedding decorations and accessories. 

You can only use some equipment once - at 
your wedding or event. Therefore, it is better to 
borrow decorations or wedding furniture. You can 
use products and services of our rental company 
or choose original pieces that we will be happy to 
produce for you.
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You can choose from several types of lighting, wedding 
gates, signs, flower and fabric decorations.

All of this will  fill the space of the dance hall, barn interior 
or restaurant ceiling.

Weddings 26



Weddings

We offer countless decorations for a very popular style of rustic 
weddings. Barrels, crates, wooden decorations, signs, banners and 
much more.
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Weddings

Do you know how romantic a winter wedding can be? The snowy landscape is a 
very inspiring space that offers extraordinariness and originality for your festive 
day. Color clarity, elegance and novelty are essential elements of this modern style.
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odels
and 
sculptures

Beautiful models guarantee a surprising 
WOW effect to every visitor of the event.
 
We can make all sizes of models and  
sculptures, it can be an exact copy or a  
designed model with a polystyrene core 
and hardened surface layer. We use  
colored UV-stable patina also suitable for 
exterior.

 



Death tree Tim Burton‘s exhibition Prague, Czech Republic 30



3D wine bottle Equicom, France 31
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32Smurfs exhibition Signy Center, France



urfaces 
imitations
and
scenography

The unique concept is a magnet that 
attracts our customers. They want 
us to produce a facade of giant  
stone blocks, a prehistoric restaurant, a  
relaxation zone, an ice castle, a jungle 
or an Egyptian facade. 

Average quality is not enough for 
our clients. They have their own  
vision while entrusting production to  
professionals.



Papilonia butterfly house Prague, Czech Republic 34



Angor Wat Temple Praha, Česká republika 35



The Chronicles of Narnia - Prince Caspian Movie set 36



Exteriér

Děkujeme 
za pozornost
Firemní

REFERENCEand helping you overcome all challenges
We‘re looking forward  to your projects,
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